A NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

SPRING HAS SPRUNG

At least in Arizona it looks as though spring has sprung. The cacti are starting to bloom and their thorns are shiny new, we no longer can see snow capped mountains far in the distance (as in the pictures sent to us from friends in Colorado), and the thermometer has already hit over 90°. In Arizona we usually get only two choices of seasons - hot and hotter (Winter and Summer); and the way we tell when it is Fall is that the license plates on the cars start changing colors (our winter visitors’ annual pilgrimage to our Valley of the Sun).

Speaking of choices, I would like to remind everyone that their freedom of choice to keep birds is FIRST of all not free at all and SECONDLY there is still a great throng who would want us to believe it is a “loaned privilege” that should be under government supervision and either limited or even curtailed altogether! How many costly battles has the American Federation of Aviculture entered into on behalf of the belief that we should still have the choice and the right to keep our birds? I’ll tell you, there have been more than I can count on my fingers and toes! The rights we enjoy are truly our privilege as long as we continue to keep watch (the AFA WatchBird) over our birds and those (legislators and special interest groups) who might, and we believe will, continue to challenge our rights and ability to make choices. The American Federation of Aviculture is the RIGHT Choice! Thank you for your continued support.

The other choice I want to mention is inviting you to choose to attend the Annual Convention of the American Federation of Aviculture in St. Louis, Missouri this coming July 30th through August 2nd. This will be the 34th Convention of the American Federation of Aviculture. Many years ago we had only a few choices of bird-related seminars and conventions. In fact the AFA was, for a while, the only convention choice one had. Now there are many choices, as it should be, to attend seminars and conventions. Some can be right in your backyard, so to speak, and others halfway around the world in exotic places. The choice today does not seem to be between right and wrong, but rather between Good, Better or Best time and place.

This year as you evaluate your choices and consider where your sources of support, knowledge and associations may be, please look closely at the convention of the American Federation of Aviculture. Also, I would like you to consider this your personal invitation to the AFA convention in St. Louis from me and the entire Board of Directors, Committees and Staff. I look forward to seeing you in St. Louis and making new friends.

Jim C. Hawley, Jr.
President, American Federation of Aviculture

A CELEBRATION OF BIRDS!

by Jamie Whittaker

Are there more joyous creatures on the planet than birds? Listen in the early morning when all is quiet and the sun starts to rise. The nighttime sounds fade away and the day is started with the boisterous songs and calls of the winged wonders of the sky, cheering the end of the night and celebrating the beginning of the new day!

In our aviaries and in our homes the birds still celebrate the new day, another opportunity to face the challenges of life and renew the relationships of yesterday. Aviculturists discover new reasons to celebrate every day with their birds. A pair of birds form a bond, an egg is found in the nest and new life begins. The egg is checked and watched and one day that new life emerges. There is another life to add to the morning celebration, another life to add to the future gene pool to prevent the extinction of the species.

CELEBRATE! CELEBRATE!
The sun is up! Don’t be late!
I shout at the world, I scream to the sky, “Hear me! Look at me! I am Bird, I am I!”
Don’t mourn that I live in captivity
- rejoice that I live, and that I am Me!

Birds are unique among the creatures of the world in many ways. Their adaptability to new situations allows them to continue their celebration of life even as their habitats are disappearing. Many species have found their way into our aviaries and into our homes. Some retain more of their natural behaviors and thrive in large aviaries with good care. Others have adapted to life in the living room and have become a part of the family. There are many others that are still in their ever-changing natural habitats, adapting as the world around them transforms.
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